INTRODUCTION

Like the places with highly intensive information like hospital and university, people who have little access to information would feel of living in the jungle: no direction, not knowing which way to reach the destination. Our objective is designing and developing a prototype Mobile App for a specific use case such as finding a certain place, meeting a certain professor in the university, going to the specific class, or even going to meet for a job interview.

Sign Recognition and Location Input with Optical Character Recognition

Imagine a new student to the university or a student who wants to know the information of a specific office or room, such as the name of the professor in the office and the reservation availability of the study room, a way to easily get the information of the room in this case is particularly useful and saving time.

To receive the information of the room, what we use is a machine learning technique. We basically allow the access to camera on the app to take a picture for the name tag of the room. Once the engine detect the name in the correct way, the information will be shown on the screen.

The machine learning we implement is Tesseract, which is an optical character recognition engine and it can be implemented on various operating system. The text recognition feature is on another view.

Limitation:
We do have limitation on this feature: The trained data in OCR cannot always recognize the correct texts we want. We have to make sure that the image we choose to be detected is in the best quality for Tesseract Engine to recognize. The ways to improve the quality of image for Tesseract are Rescaling, Binarization, Noise remove and so on. Another way to denoise and reduce the error is autocorrection in IOS.

Photo-based Location Input

Since we can use GPS, the location of the photo we took will be store on our phone. Users can select the image from the photo gallery on the phone through a button. By this way, users will get a route from the location of where they are right now to the location that they took the pictures. Here is an example of choosing existing photo.

PROPOSED FEATURES ADDED

Saving Address
The runtime SDK we used for this feature is AGSBookmark. To implement the function, the users need to tap on anywhere on the screen and type a bookmark for the place that he or she wants to save. The screenshot of this step is as follows.

Create a Bookmark
Promotion Pop-up

Location-based Promotional Pop-ups
We basically use sensing around the iLO building to detect the users current location in the form of latitude and longitude and using a function to convert the distance of the user and the specific store to meters. Once the distance is within a threshold, the promotion will be shown in the screen. The promotion pop-up will be shown as follows.

After we connected with our front-end developer, we got our sample visualized result:

Our expectation for the solver is not only minimize the total time, but also minimize the difference of time utilisation among each vehicle as no driver wants to work too longer than others.
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